Part One

Develop Your PLAN—
Three Critical Perspectives

The Emotional Perspective: Emotional Dynamics of Problem Divorces

The Legal Perspective: Building the PLAN Model

The Psychological Perspective: Filling Out the PLAN Model
Why must family lawyers appreciate the emotional concerns of their clients when handling a divorce case? Although the question may seem elementary, you dismiss these concerns at your peril. At such times, relatively straightforward cases with an extra twist or two may become more difficult, and issue-laden cases, particularly those involving children, may spin out of control. Older research measuring the effects of life changes over a twelve-month period noted divorce and marital separation as the second and third most stressful experiences to which people might be exposed.1 More contemporary findings confirm conventional wisdom that spouses’ decisions to divorce are rarely easy and that the divorce process exacts a heavy emotional toll.2 High divorce rates increase the likelihood that people will be aware of these emotional concerns from their own experiences (as adult spouses or as children of divorce) or from the experiences of family members and friends.

Any lawsuit is imbued with emotional elements. But as matters become more personal and intimate, the parties’ emotional lives may, unexpectedly and dramatically, impact the lawsuit. Family law issues entangle spouses’ current difficulties—marital problems, child-related issues, financial concerns, and decision-making patterns—and may invoke ghosts of childhood experiences. Problems from previous marriages and relationships may further roil the waters.

While most people who divorce eventually find their emotional bearings, attorneys encounter their clients at the beginning stages of the process.

In sum, divorce is more than a legal concern. Pauline Tesler, in her work on collaborative law, notes that a divorcing couple must address their "relational estate" as well as their property and other legal interests. The relational estate includes the spouses' emotional dynamics and the respect spouses give each other in their interactions and co-parenting tasks. This notion is particularly important because a divorce that includes children, while a significant life event in itself, is really a transition within the family's overall timeline. Children generally benefit when they can understand divorce as a transition from one kind of family relationship to another, rather than as a time when their relationship with either parent was severed. If you learn to appreciate the relational estates of your clients' divorces, even apart from other pressing legal issues, you will manage your clients' cases more effectively. As a result, whether considering mediation or settlement options or when preparing for trial, you will be less likely to become entangled in your clients' emotional struggles. An added benefit may be the appreciation of a satisfied client whose divorce was handled competently and sensitively in the midst of a trying time.

The Emotional Effects of Divorce and Resiliency

Much research and writing in the past 20 years—including countless books and articles in the popular press—have explored the emotions in family relationships affected by divorce, including spouses’ relationships with each other, parents’ relationships with their children, and how these relationships are affected by the family’s new realities. Much of this literature focused on the negative effects of divorce on children. But later research using quantified measures of adjustment and comparisons with non-divorce families paints a more nuanced picture of the long-term effects of divorce on family members.

While the experiences of separation and divorce may upend family members’ emotional lives in the short term, the experiences for most spouses do not leave lasting negative emotional effects. In fact, many divorced spouses, over time, use the stressful and confusing divorce experiences to grow personally and seek new opportunities.

Psychologists who have studied divorce point to the notion of resiliency to explain how many adults adjust their lives after divorce. They note that protective factors and risk factors interact to affect post-divorce emotional and life adjustments. These factors
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determine a person’s resiliency, or capacity to adapt, when encountering difficulties and recovering from perceived or actual setbacks. Protective factors include social maturity, emotional autonomy, self-confidence, social support, work satisfaction, and a new intimate relationship. In contrast, risk factors include behaviors associated with antisocial personality, impulsivity, anxiety and ongoing depression, promiscuity, and continued obsessive attachments to the former spouse. People with more protective factors do better; those with more risk factors do worse. But even this balance is contextual: a protective factor appropriate at one time may not be so at another time.

More recent research on the emotional effects of divorce also paints nuanced pictures of the long-term effects of divorce on children. In the short term, children often are confused about why their parents are separating and divorcing, and even children with strong emotional attachments to caring parents may become quite distressed. Many children express surprise and sadness at their parents’ decision to divorce, even though they may have witnessed loud and aggressive arguments or physical altercations between their parents. Commonly, children pine for their parents’ reconciliation. In addition, these children may become depressed and anxious, act out behaviorally, or blame the parent whom they perceived “broke up” the family. But the research shows that though divorce increases children’s risk of psychological, academic, and social problems, the great majority of children whose parents divorce function, over time, with the same competence as children whose parents are married.

As with adults, the notion of resiliency—encompassing protective and risk factors—helps us understand how children may adapt to the life changes of divorce. Good parenting that balances emotional warmth, reasonable limits, and consistency may be the most important protective factor for children whose parents are divorcing. Such authoritative parenting, in contrast to overly indulgent or authoritarian styles, creates predictability in the child’s home life, fosters mutual trust between the parent and child, and engenders respect of the parent by the child. In addition, children with easier, adaptable temperaments tend to adjust more readily to the changes wrought by divorce. Children with more difficult temperaments—demanding, anxious, impulsive—are more challenging to parents under the best of circumstances—even more so during a divorce. Also, children with good social skills tend to attract others who will support them, whereas children who experience difficulties relating with others may find themselves with less support to help navigate the
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troubling effects of their family breakups. Notably, persistent conflict between parents following separation and divorce is a prime stressor and risk factor for children. 

Some writings have emphasized long-term negative emotional consequences of divorce on children. Emery noted that these writings were based primarily on clinical interviews during which the children expressed their pained feelings about the past divorce, leading the researchers to focus primarily on the children’s distress. In addition, those researchers did not compare the adjustments of children of divorce with those of children from non-divorced homes. In contrast, Emery concluded—from his and others’ research based on quantified measures of mental health problems among young adults from both divorced and non-divorced homes—that most young adults whose parents divorced when they were children did well but still had painful memories about the divorce. Emery found that the resilience of these young adults grew around the pain, not in its absence. Hetherington noted from her research that most young adults from divorced families looked similar to their contemporaries from non-divorced homes and observed, “[A]lthough they looked back on their parents’ breakup as a painful experience, most were successfully going about the chief tasks of young adulthood: establishing careers, creating intimate relationships, building meaningful lives for themselves.” 

In sum, divorce is an emotionally difficult period. Adults and children may express their unsettledness during that period through emotional symptoms and uncharacteristic acting-out behaviors. However, most adults regain their emotional bearings, and, over time, the life adjustment of most children whose parents divorced is no different from the adjustment of children whose parents did not divorce. It appears that emotional resiliency in adults and children contributes to the likelihood of good post-divorce adjustment: people with more protective factors do better, whereas those with more risk factors do worse.

**Three Keys to Understanding Problem Divorces**

In addition to understanding normal, long-term emotional responses to divorce, you should note three key issues when trying to understand problem divorces:
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1. The spouses’ different perceptions of their marriages and the effects of those perceptions on the decision to separate and divorce.
2. The emotional impact of events around the marital separation.
3. The sources of impasses or impediments to resolving the divorce.

Of course, underlying these key issues is the reality that many people during divorce experience difficulties managing their emotions in situations they might have handled more appropriately during the marriage or in their lives in general. Anger, sadness, guilt, anticipation, shame, embarrassment, humiliation, and relief are but some of the emotions mixed in the divorce cauldron. Also, in addition to the increased tension and verbal sparring, couples may even engage in isolated, uncharacteristic post-separation physical altercations—at times, witnessed by the children—that become fodder for later domestic violence allegations. Divorcing spouses vary in their capacities to understand and manage these difficult divorce-engendered feelings. How the spouses manage their emotions in the context of these three key issues will give you insights about your clients and your clients’ spouses during the legal divorce process.

The First Key—“His” and “Her” Marriages

Spouses often view their marriages differently: what has been referred to as “his” and “her” marriages. Differences in life experiences, resources, perceptions, and coping styles contribute to these different views of the marriage. These differences create dissimilar styles by which spouses relate to each other and seek to meet their marital needs and expectations. As the couple experiences more problems, their different views and expectations of the marriage may diverge further, and “his” and “her” marriages may take on lives of their own, retrospectively redefining the meaning and goals of the marriage in each spouse’s mind. At such times, spouses may feel both justified and shamed by their behaviors with each other. If the problems persist and the spouses harden their own marital view as “the way it was,” the conflict may become entrenched. These spouses will experience more difficulty when they seek to resolve their divorce issues.

The notion of “his” and “her” marriages also helps us understand emotional dynamics of the marital separation and post-separation period. At the separation, few spouses mutually agree that a divorce is best for the marriage. In most troubled marriages, the separation occurs when one spouse leaves and the other is left. The leaver and the spouse
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left behind are usually at different places in their feelings and thinking about the marriage or the specter of divorce. Typically, the leaver has thought about divorce for some time: emotionally grieving the marriage loss; thinking about how life will be after the separation and divorce; and, often, considering living arrangements and accommodations for the children.

The spouse left behind is in a different emotional place. Typically, this spouse is surprised, even stunned, by the leaver’s separation announcement and departure. While the leaver contemplated divorce for awhile, perhaps even for years, the spouse left behind, although perhaps recognizing that the marriage was troubled, may not have anticipated the sudden end to the marriage. These spouses become depressed and uncertain about why the marriage is ending, and they often offer to do whatever may be necessary to reconcile the marriage.

The interactions between these separated spouses take on characteristic styles. Plaintive pleas for reconsideration and promises of change by the left-behind spouse often pervade interactions between the spouses early in the separation period. The leaving spouse may then feel guilty and respond to the left spouse’s appeals. But as the left spouse’s hopes for reconciliation are then raised, the leaving spouse rebounds away from the relationship, sometimes in anger—and the cycle continues. Clearly, at the separation such spouses will not be at the same, stable emotional place; they will not be for a while. But it is during this time that the spouses retain their lawyers to start the task of obtaining a legal divorce. While most spouses will, over time, adapt to the reality of their divorce, many spouses during the separation period still struggle with their cycling emotions: the leavers, wishing to move ahead quickly with the divorce process (perhaps too ready to accommodate unreasonable financial and child custody demands); and the left-behind spouses, aching to pull the reins on a perceived unrestrained process.

In sum, understanding that spouses perceive their marriages differently is the first key that can help you gain further insight into what is happening with your clients and their spouses during the divorce process. These divergent marital perceptions predictably generate distinct emotional reactions by the time the spouses contact their lawyers. Those reactions may then become rigid and define positions that frustrate subsequent problem-solving during the divorce process.
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The Second Key—The Marital Separation Events

What happened during the marital separation day is a second key you should understand when weighing the emotional dynamics of the divorces you handle. Most couples view the separation day as the day their marriage ended. Couples often cannot recall the date their divorce was final, but they clearly recall when they separated. Usually, the separation is a time of major emotional, and often physical, disruption, even disorganization. The family’s future at the time is unknown. What happens at the separation strongly influences the post-separation perceptions spouses will have of each other. Understanding what happened on the separation day often provides insight into the later motivations, thinking, and behaviors of both spouses.

The private and the public aspects of the marital separation contribute to generate spouses’ emotional reactions. Johnston and Campbell described two types of separations that decrease the likelihood that the spouses will appropriately manage their post-separation emotions to resolve the divorce: the unexpected, traumatic separation; and the ambivalent separation.28

Unexpected, traumatic separations include those of sudden desertion, humiliating involvement of a lover, or uncharacteristic violence. In response, the aggrieved spouse may experience an enormous betrayal of trust and may react in uncharacteristic ways. Subsequently, the spouses will begin to redefine each other’s character in polarized, negative ways and “rewrite” the history of the marriage. Over a short time period, countless ambiguous interactions during the marriage that were resolved with good will, the expectation of good intentions, or forgiveness begin to be reinterpreted around the new negative, pejorative theme. As a result, these spouses may claim that they finally discovered who the other spouse really was; “his” and “her” marriages—discussed in the first key to understanding problem divorces—then show themselves in graphic detail. If these “redefinitions” stand uncorrected, they will provide rationales for distrusting the other spouse’s motivations, for resisting agreements that could resolve key divorce issues (whether related to money, property, or children29), and for seeking vindication in court.

A second kind of marital separation that may characterize divorcing couples is the ambivalent separation. In these separations, couples have difficulty making decisions about the divorce because they cannot let go of the marriage and, as a result, resist settlement decisions or finalizing their divorces. Their post-separation periods are characterized by repeated separations and reunions. Essentially, these couples cannot live together or apart.30

Although the different separation styles may begin as private marital struggles, the separation and decision to divorce eventually become public. Then both the “leaver” spouse
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and the “left-behind” spouse must deal with reactions of family, friends, workmates, and, at times, religious or other communities in which they have been involved.\(^{31}\) Often, the spouses kept their marital troubles under wraps, sharing their problems with only a select few friends or counselors. But after the separation, other friends and acquaintances may be unsatisfied with generic answers of incompatibility in response to questions as to why the couple are divorcing. In the face of this ambiguity, the leaver spouse may bear the primary “blame”—after all, the leaver chose to leave. In contrast, the left-behind spouse often is viewed as the one trying mightily to reconcile the marriage. When perceived that way, the left-behind spouse may hold fast to the victim role in order to maintain the moral edge in the marital conflict and, possibly, to extract guilt-induced concessions in later settlement negotiations or mediation. Each spouse has his or her constructed story that in a bitter divorce may form rationales for trial strategy or settlement accommodations, or develop into entrenched, negative myths about the other.\(^{32}\)

In sum, understanding what happened at marital separation is a second key that can help you gain further insight into what is happening with your client and your client’s spouse during the divorce process and after. What happened at the separation may lead spouses to redefine their partners in new, often more negative, ways and frustrate the development of even the modicum of trust that is important to negotiate divorce agreements.

**The Third Key—Recognizing Sources of Impasses to Resolving the Divorce**

Recognizing the sources of impasses between the spouses that heighten tension, and thus impede resolution of the divorce, is the third key to understanding the dynamics of a difficult divorce. Couples are at an impasse when they are stuck or entrenched in their positions, and problem-solving seems dead in the water. The divorce negotiations cannot move forward without working through that obstacle. At such times, spouses’ positions have hardened—at least as they see it—and neither is willing to concede anything. Each spouse reinforces the other’s hardened positions in cycles of mutual behaviors that only “prove” the other’s views.\(^{33}\) Johnston and Campbell provide a useful model to help untangle these dynamics and target the sources of impasses. They posit that elements of impasses may occur, separately or jointly, on three levels: the external, the interactional, and the intrapsychic.\(^{34}\)

At the external level, significant others may stoke the conflict by supporting the spouse’s claims, particularly as those claims reflect one-sided, negative accounts from “his” or “her” side of the marriage.\(^{35}\) For example, extended family members, including parents,
grandparents, and siblings of the spouse, may weigh in on the divorce problems, sympa-
thetically resonating with the loved one’s pain. In child custody modification actions, new spouses may seek to rescue their aggrieved spouses from the “bad” former spouse. In addition, therapists who misunderstand their roles and professional obligations in their clients’ child custody cases may give cover and support to spouses who feel they must hold fast to their hardened positions. Such mental health professionals (MHPs) may assert that a child is fearful of the noncustodial parent or has been abused by that parent even though they have not interviewed that supposedly feared parent or seen the child with that parent. Or, such MHPs may opine that a child has been abused by a parent with whom those professionals have had no contact. In addition, such MHPs—without knowing the family’s history or marital dynamics—may urge the client parent to withhold the child from the other parent’s contact in violation of court orders or otherwise encourage the client parent to continue the child custody fight when realistic negotiated options are possible. Even lawyers may become so emotionally overinvolved in these cases that they lose professional perspective and exacerbate the conflicts. Spouses who over-rely on these significant others on the external level deflect responsibility for decisions or negotiation options by invoking the advice of these strong advocates, with hopes that these advocates will help them prevail in court.

At the interactional level, the second impasse level, continuation of the spouses’ conflictual marriage relationship may cause impasses when these spouses try to resolve an important divorce issue. If the couple fought often during their marriage, saving face by not yielding to the other spouse’s hardened position, particularly during this emotional period, may just reprise previous problem-solving situations. In addition, marital separation dynamics (the traumatic separation or ambivalent separation types discussed earlier) and the resultant feelings of humiliation, loss, betrayal, and fear of the future may contribute to impasses at the interactional level. Finally, a child’s emotional and behavioral problems may contribute to an impasse at this level. For example, two parents may fight to a standstill over their child’s misbehavior, one parent accusing the other of poor discipline, and the other upset that the accuser will not see the necessity for the child to be examined for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.

At the intrapsychic level, the third impasse level, the spouses’ individual emotional reactions to the separation or divorce may create barriers leading to impasses in resolving certain divorce-related issues. Because spouses experience a number of different emotional reactions during this period, they are unlikely to be at the same emotional place in the divorce emotional cycle. In addition, not everyone deals with stress—divorce-related or otherwise—similarly. Some people are better able than others to manage conflicted feelings and difficult circumstances. Other people may be so ready to escape the marriage

that they summarily dismiss—too readily, too harshly, and with little, if any, insight—their spouses’ emotional reactions to the changed circumstances.

In the extreme, the feelings of some spouses may energize characteristic, enduring patterns of thinking and behaving that are inflexible and self-defeating.37 Such spouses may seek to protect themselves emotionally from the perceived emotional hurts of the separation or divorce by refusing to settle or by seeking personal and public vindications by taking the custody case to trial. They may cast their battle as good versus bad. Often spurious abuse allegations are traced to emotional or personality disorders of bitter spouses or those seeking vindication in court;38 these allegations must be distinguished from credible allegations through careful and reliable evaluations. Finally, some couples experience such ambivalence about the divorce that they impede efforts to resolve important issues that would bring the divorce process to an end.

In sum, identifying whether sources of impasses are external, interactional, and/or intrapsychic will offer insights into the actions and motivations of your clients or your clients’ spouses. Still, just having these insights may not suggest easy impasse resolutions. For example, if an impasse source points solely to the influences of a spouse’s parents (external), that concern might be easily addressed. But if the impasse also relates to a traumatic separation (interactional) and other individual emotional problems (intrapsychic), all three levels would be implicated, making the impasse more entrenched. Keep in mind that impasses arise from coping strategies—albeit often self-defeating—that spouses use to protect themselves from the emotional effects and uncertainties of the impending divorce. In such cases, you might seek the advice of an MHP knowledgeable about marital and divorce dynamics to help fashion strategies that either break down or sidestep the impasse.

**Summary**

Family law matters involve personal and intimate concerns of spouses that may significantly impact the legal divorce or modification actions. You will better understand the context of conclusions and opinions by MHP experts when you recognize and monitor the emotional effects of divorce during the course of a contentious family law case.
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